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“the most difficult market in 
the world in which to 

succeed” (Kersey, 2021). 
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● Known to be “the most difficult market in the world in which to 
succeed” (Synodinos , 2001).

● Behind the US  and China, J apan has  the 3rd larges t advertis ing sector 
in the world with expenditures  in 2021 being around 46 billion (S tatis ta  
Research Department, 2022). 

● Due to the s ize  of the market, advertis ing is  crucial to J apan’s  
economy and accounts  for more than 1% of the country’s  nominal 
gros s  domes tic product (S tatis ta  Research Department, 2022). 
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● Product cycles are very short as consumers are constantly demanding 
something new and fresh.

● Domes tic companies  dominate  the advertis ing market in J apan. 

● J apan’s  marketing is  s aid to be les s  concentrated on selling the 
benefits  and more on es tablishing an emotional and memorable  
connection with the consumer (S tatis ta  Research Department, 2022). 

1. The Japanese market.



Whilst Japan’s advertising can be weird, 
bizarre  and oftentimes  ridiculous , our 

perception has  been defined by common 
global advertis ing s tra tegies  so therefore  it is  
important to recognise  we’re  viewing it with 

an outs ider’s  lens .

02. Japan’s Advertising



Advertising Globally

Westernised
Marketing approaches we’re familiar 
with are heavily Westernised

US & European Brands
US and European brands dominate the 
market

Hard- Selling
The ‘hard-sell’ approach is a huge 
contrast to the Japanese ‘soft-sell’



Japanese Advertising

● Preference toward soft-sell strategy

○ More suggestive

● Western hard-sell strategy

○ Direct and more forceful



03. Kawaii culture 

● Dominated pop-culture space since 
the 1980s 

● Introduced after WW2 when citizens 
turned to cute characters for comfort 
- most derived from the anime and 
manga industry  (Kinsella, 1995)

● Kawaii means: “mina totemo kawaii 
kedo” :”everyone’s very cute”.



Kawaii culture 

“Celebrates sweet, adorable, innocent, pure… a 
style which is infantile and delicate simultaneous  

as being pretty”  - Sharon Kinsella



Hello Kitty 

● Created by the company Sanrio in 
1974

● The beloved character has been a 
showstopper for not only Japanese 
marketing but changing people's 
lifestyles (Birlea, 2021).

● Hello Kitty is easily approachable 
and friendly which is an effective 
way to communicate between 
authorities and citizens (Birlea, 
2021)



● Her childish and loveable personality has been involved in many marketing projects 
worldwide promoting J apanes e culture  (Birlea, 2021) 

● The reas on s he does n’t have a  mouth is  becaus e Kawaii characters  are  meant to be 
white  canvas ’ (Birlea, 2021) 

● Gives  the viewer the opportunity to paint and imagine its  own emotions  (Birlea, 2021). 

Hello Kitty 



Hello Kitty x United Nations collaboration  

● In 2019 Creative Community Outreach Initiative 
(CCOI) proposed Sanrio Co., at United Nations 
headquarters, to promote sustainable lifestyles in 
collaboration with Hello Kitty. 

● Videos were uploaded to her official youtube 
channel highlighting 6 out of the 17 sustainable 
goals with the senior UN leaders along with the 
hashtag #HelloGlobalGoals.

● Interesting to see such a loveable, innocent 
characters being the face of an important topic.

● Shows the mass influence these characters have on 
the audience 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsS8v2O7kTU


“Hello Kitty is bringing her enormous fan base to 
our global efforts to educate young people, in 

every part of the world […]” (Coleman, 2019).

● Hello Kitty’s contribution to creating a global community is also 
recognized by the Secretary-General for Global Communication, 
Melissa Fleming, who states:



Kawaii culture 

● Kawaii culture has now become a strong cultural 
phenomenon that can be found all around Japan 
from the fashion, to pop-culture and even mascots 
for banks and insurance (Cheok, 2012). 

● Used in Japan to motivate and inform consumers in 
a way that reduces fear and makes boring 
information more appealing (Cheok, 2012). 



04. Nonsense & Humour

● Return to the idea of soft-selling
● Relying on emotional opposed to logical
● Messaging is very implicit
● Cultural differences play a role
● Hard-sell messaging considered to be insulting to the audience's' 

intelligence. They want to respect the consumer and not intrude



04. Nonsense & Humour

● Marketers want to entertain and ensure the consumer has a 
positive association with the brand or product, rather than listing 
features and benefits. In doing so, they are perhaps more likely 
to purchase.

● With humour, they want their audience to experience and enjoy 
the content without mentioning the product overtly (Johansson, 
2013)



Zespri Kiwifruit

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1691929291112547

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ovt4cv-b-yr-Ng7yz54fGFl5LBba64bL/view
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1691929291112547


Nonsense & Humour

● Difficult to understand as an outsider
● Japanese language is highly contextual and is 

therefore reliant on shared knowledge
● Humour is culture specific and it is these 

factors that make it so highly complex and 
multifaceted 

● As outsiders, we often fail to understand the 
finer meaning and subtleties which make it 
humorous (Andrew, 2010)

● In some cases, the advertising is so 
ridiculous, even by Japanese 
standards, but this is effective in 
making it memorable 

● Roger Pulvers, an Australian playwright, 
theatre director and translator who has 
spent a significant portion of his life in 
Japan suggested that this iconoclastic, 
bizarre sense of humour seeks to break 
through the conservative nature of 
Japanese social conventions (Baker & 
Whitfield, 2022)



05. Celebrity Endorsement
● Already popular in Western culture and one of the most popular ways to 

attract Japanese consumers attention (Armielia, 2018)

● 85% of commercials in Japan involve a celebrity endorsing
a product or service (Armielia, 2018)

● Compared to western, Japanese companies are much
more  reserved in selling their product (soft selling) and 
use celebrities without directly discussing the benefits of the
products. 

● While Japanese celebs are used often, such as Rola and Kenichi Endo, 
and are very successful, American celebrities like Meg Ryan, Brad Pitt 
and Harrison Ford are hugely popular.

● Anything from cosmetics to tea and protein drinks. 



● Harrison Ford produced several commercials for Kirin 
beer where he appeared s weaty bare-ches ted(Armielia , 
2018).

● Celebs  may have to change their pers onalities  and 
image to s uit J apan’s  advertis ing s tyle  which can be 
s een as  tacky and chees y. (Armielia , 2018).

● People like Arnold Schwarzenegger are  among thos e 
who have s igned non-dis clos ure acts  to ens ure they are  
not s hown outs ide of J apan to protect their image (n.p, 
2022). 

. 

Celebrity Endorsement 



Celebrity Endorsement

● This type of marketing is the most effective way to increase Japanese sales. 

● Research has concluded that "celebrity endorsers produced more positive attitudes 
towards advertising and greater purchase intentions than a non-celebrity endorser" 
(Armielia, 2018). 

● Rooted in the Classical Conditioning Theory, celebrity endorsement enhances the 
appeal of a product by having the endorser's agreeable traits transfer onto the item. 



Celebrity Advertising…

Captures 
attention Holds attention Stands out

Makes ads 
memorable

Enhances Brand 
Awareness



Celebrity Endorsement

● This is where the idea of consumer-
celebrity worship comes into play. 

● For example, a consumer will worship 
the celebrity based on their exterior, 
meaning attractiveness and body 
shape, and also their interior, which is 
personality.



In conclusion…

Unique & Bizarre

Guided by Japanese 
culture
Complex, yet hugely 
successful

Japanese Marketing is:



Q&A

Question 1Question 1

If Japanese Marketing were to be used in 
Western countries, which approach do you 

think would be most effective?



Q&A

If Japanese Marketing were to be used in 
Western countries, which approach do you 

think would be most effective?

Referring back to the Zespri Kiwifruit ad, if you 
were the target audience for this campaign, 
would you be influenced to purchase this 

product?

Question 1 Question 2
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